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Abstract
Model-Driven Engineering proposes the use of models to describe the relevant aspects of the
system to be built and synthesize the final application from them. Models are normally described
using Domain-Specific Modelling Languages (DSMLs), which provide primitives and constructs
of the domain. Still, the increasing complexity of systems has raised the need for abstraction
techniques able to produce simpler versions of the models while retaining some properties of
interest. The problem is that developing such abstractions for each DSML from scratch is time
and resource consuming.
In this paper, our goal is reducing the eﬀort to provide modelling languages with abstraction
mechanisms. For this purpose, we have devised some techniques, based on generic programming
and domain-specific meta-modelling, to define generic abstraction operations that can be reused
over families of modelling languages sharing certain characteristics. Abstractions can make use
of clustering algorithms as similarity criteria for model elements. These algorithms can be made
generic as well, and customised for particular languages by means of annotation models.
As a result, we have developed a catalogue of reusable abstractions using the proposed techniques, together with a working implementation in the MetaDepth multi-level meta-modelling
tool. Our techniques and prototypes demonstrate that it is feasible to build reusable and adaptable
abstractions, so that similar abstractions need not be developed from scratch, and their integration
in new or existing modelling languages is less costly.
Keywords: Model-Driven Engineering, Domain-Specific Modelling Languages, Abstraction,
Genericity, Domain-Specific Meta-Modelling,MetaDepth.

1. Introduction
In Model-Driven Engineering (MDE), models are actively used to conduct the diﬀerent
phases of the project, being employed to specify, simulate, optimize, test and produce code
for the final systems [56]. Models are sometimes specified using general purpose modelling
languages, like the UML, but in order to unfold the full potential of MDE, Domain-Specific
Modelling Languages (DSMLs) tailored to specific areas of concern are frequently used [33].
Hence, a common activity in MDE is the development of environments for DSMLs, supporting
the diﬀerent usages of models during the project.
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As the application domain becomes complex, models tend to become complex as well. This
fact hinders the development, understanding and analysis of models. To tackle this issue, researchers have developed abstraction techniques directed to reducing model complexity for particular notations and purposes [45, 48, 50, 52, 53, 58]. In our setting, an abstraction is an operation that produces a simpler model that retains certain properties of interest from the original
model.
Frequently, diﬀerent notations can be abstracted following similar patterns. For example, a
common abstraction consists on aggregating a linear sequence of connected elements, which can
be applied to notations in diﬀerent domains: e.g. to a class diagram to flatten an inheritance hierarchy, or to a process model to encapsulate a sequence of activities. Additionally, some abstractions are specific to particular domains. For example, the abstractions for Petri nets [45] produce
smaller nets preserving liveness, safeness and boundedness, being easier to analyse. Similarly,
there are techniques to produce abstracted transition systems from finite-state programs for the
purpose of model-checking [4], or abstractions specific to process modelling [48, 52, 53] which
produce more comprehensible models or facilitate their verification [58]. The latter abstractions
are indeed applicable to any notation with a workflow-like semantics, like BPMN [46] and Activity Diagrams [47].
In MDE, the abstract syntax of DSMLs is defined through a meta-model and the needed abstraction operations are defined over its elements. This enables the application of the abstractions
to the instances of a specific meta-model, but not to the instances of other meta-models even if
they share essential characteristics with the former one. Therefore, even though one can develop
abstractions for the meta-model of a particular DSML, like the OMG’s BPMN 2.0 [46], these
cannot be used for other related DSMLs, like YAWL [58], Activity Diagrams or diﬀerent BPMN
variants. As a result, the same abstraction operations need to be encoded repeatedly for diﬀerent
variations of similar meta-models. Hence, a catalogue of generic abstractions that can be reused
across meta-models would save significant eﬀort in defining advanced environments for DSMLs.
In previous works [7], we developed a technique for the reutilization of model management
operations based on the idea of having an extra level of indirection. Thus, operations are not
defined over concrete meta-models, but over so-called concepts which gather the requirements
that a meta-model should fulfil to make the operation applicable to the meta-model instances. In
our approach, concepts have the form of meta-models, and the operations defined over a concept
can be reused by binding the concept to any meta-model satisfying the concept requirements.
Another way to enable reuse is multi-level meta-modelling [2, 6, 38], a modelling paradigm
that allows working with an arbitrary number of meta-levels, and not just two (i.e. model/metamodel). It can be used to build domain-specific meta-modelling languages [8] for a particular
domain (e.g. the process modelling domain), which are then used to build DSMLs for diﬀerent
applications within the domain (e.g. software process modelling or educational process models).
This approach promotes reuse because we can define operations over the domain-specific metamodelling language, and the operations become applicable to any DSML within the domain.
Additionally, abstraction operations often use similarity criteria to decide whether a set of
elements can be abstracted together. While there are many works in clustering techniques [5,
27, 40, 49], their implementation in a way that allows their application to arbitrary meta-models
remains a challenge in MDE.
In this work, our goal is to facilitate the development of abstractions for modelling languages
in the context of MDE, for which purpose we rely on the above mentioned techniques. In particular, we first introduce a classification of abstractions for modelling languages, and then present
a catalogue of generic, reusable abstractions, applicable to sets of meta-models. We consider
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four abstraction types: aggregation, merge, deletion and view generation. Orthogonally, each
abstraction can be either horizontal if it is applicable to meta-models of diﬀerent domains, or
domain-specific if it is applicable to families of meta-models sharing semantics (e.g. languages
similar to Petri nets or workflow languages). Our abstractions are: (a) reusable, as they can be
applied to several modelling languages; (b) customizable, as some aspects can be configured,
like similarity criteria or attribute aggregation operations; and (c) adaptable, as they provide extension mechanisms for languages lacking support for encapsulation or aggregation. We have
validated these ideas by an implementation in the MetaDepth tool [7] and their application to
several case studies.
This paper is an extended version of [9], where we have expanded our catalogue of abstractions and the set of examples, we have improved our tool support, we have evaluated the
generality of our approach, and we apply two additional techniques to the definition of reusable
abstractions: domain-specific meta-modelling as a basis to build abstractions that are applicable
to families of modelling languages within a domain, and annotation models as a configuration
mechanism for those auxiliary clustering algorithms used by generic abstractions. We demonstrate the use of annotation models through the definition and reuse of similarity abstractions
making use of formal concept analysis [5], relational concept analysis [27] and k-means clustering [40].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a categorization of abstractions for modelling languages. Section 3 presents some techniques to define generic abstractions,
which we use to define a catalogue of reusable abstractions in Section 4. Afterwards, Section 5
presents annotation models to configure abstractions that make use of clustering techniques.
Section 6 shows an implementation of our proposal using MetaDepth. Section 7 evaluates its
generality to implement existing abstraction proposals. Section 8 compares with related research,
and Section 9 draws some conclusions and lines for future work.
2. Classifying Abstractions for Modelling Languages
In this section we present a categorization of abstractions for modelling languages. This
classification has been built after a thorough analysis of the abstractions provided by or developed
for languages of extended use like BPMN [48, 52, 53], as well as from our own experience on
the construction of DSMLs [10, 19, 20, 21].
In our setting, a model abstraction is an operation that reduces the complexity of some aspect
of a model. Its purpose can be to increase the comprehensibility of a large model, or to reduce
the size of a model to ease its verification while retaining certain properties of interest, among
others. An abstraction may imply the deletion of existing model elements that are considered irrelevant for the abstraction operation, as well as the addition of new ones – like aggregate objects
or hierarchical constructs – that encapsulate existing elements which share certain features. The
addition of new elements may influence the way in which a model is visualized, e.g. enabling
to zoom-into or to hide the aggregated objects, but the focus of this work is not on model visualization, which we touch only briefly in Section 6. In contrast to refactorings [13], abstractions
do not necessarily need to preserve the observed behaviour in the abstracted model, although
some abstractions do preserve some behavioural properties, for instance when the purpose of the
abstracted model is to facilitate analysis [58].
We classify abstractions according to two factors: applicability and behaviour. According to
their applicability, we distinguish two types of abstractions:
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• Horizontal abstractions, applicable to modelling languages of (perhaps very) diﬀerent domains. For example, an abstraction that encapsulates a sequence of model elements can be
used to flatten a linear inheritance hierarchy in a class diagram, or to simplify a business
process model by creating a subprocess that groups a sequence of consecutive activities.
• Domain-specific abstractions, specific to a family of DSMLs sharing semantics. Examples
of this kind of abstractions include the reduction techniques for Petri nets [45] and the ones
for workflows [58]. Being domain-specific, they can take into account the semantics of the
languages in the domain and ensure the preservation of some properties, which permits
their use for verification purposes. For example, the reduction techniques in [45] result in
simpler models that preserve liveness, safeness and boundedness.
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Figure 1: Classification of abstractions according to their behaviour.

Orthogonally, we identify four abstraction types according to their behaviour. The four types,
illustrated through examples in Figure 1, are the following:
• Merge. In this kind of abstraction, a set of model elements is replaced by one element of the
same type which collects the properties of the merged elements. In this way, the resulting
model becomes more coarse-grained. This abstraction is widely used for verification. For
example, the reduction rules for Petri nets [45] merge groups of places or transitions into
a unique place or transition collecting the arcs of the merged elements. A schema of the
“Fusion of Series Places” reduction rule [45] is shown in Figure 1(a), where the places
p1 and p2 and the transition t have been merged into a new place p. The resulting net
preserves liveness and boundedness, being easier to analyse as it is smaller.
In some cases, the element replacing the group is assigned property values that result from
a calculation using the properties of the merged elements. For example, some reduction
rules for delay time Petri nets [30] merge transitions, and the timing of the new replacement
transition is calculated using the timing of the fused transitions.
• Aggregation. In this case, a set of model elements is grouped hierarchically under a higherlevel element, perhaps of a diﬀerent type, which serves as an aggregate. An example is
the encapsulation of a linear sequence of activities in a process model into a subprocess,
obtaining a more comprehensible, hierarchical model. Properties of the aggregate object
may be calculated using properties of the aggregated objects. As a diﬀerence with merge,
here the aggregated elements are not deleted, but they are just placed at a diﬀerent abstraction level as children of an aggregate object, yielding a more structured model. In
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contrast, merge does not produce more structured models with elements at diﬀerent levels of abstraction. Nonetheless, aggregation and merge are similar in a sense, because if
we disregard the aggregated elements in the aggregation and only consider the introduced
aggregate object, then we also obtain a more coarse-grained model.
Figure 1(b) shows an aggregation example, where three state machine states that have the
same output transition events are aggregated under a common state, and a unique output
transition is created for the introduced state.
• Deletion. This abstraction deletes elements that are not considered relevant or that do
not modify some observed property of a model. An example is the elimination of selfloops in Petri nets [45] (see Figure 1(c)) and workflow nets [58]. Other examples are the
deletion of the products in a process model, so that only the flow of activities (and not
the produced/consumed artefacts) is retained, or the elimination of all process paths with
non-maximal cost in a business process [53].
• Views. In this case, the abstraction produces a new model (called view) which may be expressed using the same language as the original model or a diﬀerent one. The view discards
those features of the original model which are irrelevant for the aim of the abstraction. This
is the most general type of abstraction as it includes the previous ones, whenever the languages of the original model and the view are the same. There are many examples of this
type of abstraction for verification [21], where the view uses a language with a rich body of
theoretical results enabling the analysis of the source model. Transforming BPMN models
into Petri nets is an example of this abstraction kind, which we illustrate in Figure 1(d).
The generated Petri net reflects the task flow, but abstracts away the information regarding
the performers of the activity and the produced/consumed artefacts.
Once we have seen the diﬀerent model abstraction types, the next section discusses our approach to build them in a generic way, so that they can be reused for several DSMLs.
3. Building Generic Abstractions
MDE is a mostly type-centric approach because model manipulations need to be defined over
the types of a concrete meta-model, becoming hard to reuse for other meta-models. The following subsections review some approaches to genericity that we will use in the rest of the paper
to make abstractions reusable for diﬀerent meta-models. While genericity through concepts and
mixins was initially proposed in [7], genericity of model operations defined over domain-specific
meta-modelling languages and annotation models (see Section 5) are novel contributions in this
work.
3.1. Concepts
Assume we need an operation to simplify business process models by creating an aggregate
object that abstracts the flow elements between two complementary gateways (e.g. a parallel
fork and a join). Currently, there is a plethora of diﬀerent business process modelling notations
like Activity Diagrams, Event-driven Process Chains [55], YAWL, the OMG’s BPMN 2.0, and
diﬀerent variations of BPMN like the Intalio’s BPM modeller1 . Hence, one needs to select a
1 http://www.intalio.com/bpms/designer
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particular meta-model and implement the operation for it, but then this operation is not applicable
for the other meta-models.
To overcome this limitation, we propose building a generic model abstraction operation that
can be applied to a family of meta-models. For this purpose, we do not build the operation
over the specific types of a meta-model, but over the variable types defined in a so-called structural concept which gathers the requirements that a meta-model should fulfil to qualify for the
operation. Concepts have the form of a meta-model, but their elements (classes, attributes and
references) are interpreted as variables.
A generic operation is used by binding its associated concept to a meta-model, as shown in
Figure 2. The binding defines a 1-to-1 mapping from each class, attribute and reference in the
concept to a class, attribute and reference in the meta-model, respectively. It needs to fulfil some
well-formedness rules to ensure a correct application of the generic operation. For example, if
a class c in the concept is bound to a class c′ in the meta-model, the attributes and references
in c must be bound to features defined in c′ or in some superclass of c′ . We can also map two
classes c and d in the concept to a unique class in the meta-model provided it contains all features
demanded by c and d. Moreover, the binding must preserve any subtyping relation defined in
the concept, so that if two classes are related though inheritance in the concept, so must be the
bound meta-model classes. And conversely, if two classes are not related through inheritance in
the concept, the bound meta-model classes cannot be related through inheritance either. In [7],
there is a detailed description of all well-formedness rules for bindings.
Once defined, the binding induces a re-typing of the generic operation, which becomes applicable to the instances of the bound meta-models, obtaining reusability (the same operation
becomes applicable to several meta-models).
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Figure 2: Generic model abstraction operation defined over a structural concept.

As an example, Figure 2 defines the generic abstraction operation abstractBlock using the
types of the concept Workflow. The operation creates an aggregate object abstracting the flow
elements between two complementary gateways. The concept gathers the variable types used by
the operation, like Gateway and Aggregate, but note that it does not include a class representing
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a task (even though workflow languages usually include such a class) because the operation does
not need to distinguish any flow node other than gateways. In this way, the concept and its
bindings are kept as simple as possible. Once defined, we can bind the concept to diﬀerent metamodels, like those of the OMG’s BPMN 2.0 and the UML 2.0 Activity Diagrams, enabling the
application of the abstraction operation to the model instances of these notations. The figure
shows the binding for both meta-models. For BPMN, WNode is bound to FlowNode and WEdge
to SequenceFlow. The binding permits certain heterogeneity in the subtyping, as Aggregate is
a direct subtype of WNode in the concept, but SubProcess is an indirect subtype of FlowNode
in the BPMN meta-model.
The definition of the binding in the example, which consists of 7 mappings, allows reusing
an abstraction operation of several hundred lines of code (this latter not shown in the figure).
Thus, the gain of reuse is high, and further gains are possible if several abstraction operations
are defined over the same concept. Moreover, the implementation details of the operation do not
need to be understood by the reuser, who only needs to bind the concept elements to the concrete
meta-model elements, that is, to establish the role played by the concrete meta-model elements
in the abstraction operation.
3.2. Configuration and adaptation to the modelling language
A structural concept has the form of a meta-model and reflects a design decision that some
meta-models could implement diﬀerently. For example, the Intalio’s BPMN meta-model represents all kinds of flow nodes through a unique class Activity with an attribute to discriminate
the type. As a consequence, we cannot bind the previous structural concept Workflow in Figure 2
to this meta-model. Our solution to widen the range of boundable meta-models for a generic
operation is to use so-called hybrid concepts [7], which abstract away the accidental details introduced by the specific choice of structure in the concept behind a suitable interface. This
interface consists of a number of operations associated to the classes of the concept. Thus, hybrid concepts are like structural ones but require a number of operations from the elements they
contain. The binding is then obtained by mapping the elements and implementing the operations
declared in the concept.
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Figure 3: Binding to Intalio’s BPMN meta-model with a hybrid concept.

Figure 3 shows the definition of the hybrid concept Workflow-2, which is a more flexible
version of the structural concept presented in Figure 2, as it imposes less structural requirements.
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In order to bind this concept to the Intalio’s BPMN meta-model we need to implement the operations required by the concept. For instance, the figure shows the implementation of operation
isAggregate, which in this case returns true whenever the attribute activityType of an activity takes the value SubProcess.
Finally, sometimes an abstraction needs to be configured with similarity criteria or with a
function to perform some computation over the attribute values of the abstracted elements. To
express these configurations we rely on the well-known notion of hook, typically used in the
Template Method design pattern [15] to leave the variable parts of an algorithm open. In the
case of our abstractions, hook operations provide a default implementation, and only need to be
implemented during the binding if a special behaviour is required. They are available in both
structural and hybrid concepts. For instance, in Figure 3, operation aggregate in class WNode
is a hook to customize an aggregation operation on attributes (e.g. adding up a time attribute in
all aggregated nodes).
3.3. Extending the modelling language
Some abstraction operations create an aggregate object grouping a set of similar or related
model elements. However, some notations are not designed with hierarchical or encapsulation
elements, and therefore we cannot apply these abstractions to them, as they lack a class acting as
aggregate. To overcome this limitation, our solution is to define a so-called mixin layer, which is
a parameterized meta-model that contains those auxiliary elements needed by an operation [7].
Then, we use concepts to express the requirements that a meta-model should fulfil to become
extendible by the mixin.
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Figure 4: Generic model abstraction operation defined over a mixin.

As an example, the mixin in Figure 4 adds an aggregate class to any meta-model boundable
to the Workflow-3 concept. As a diﬀerence from the previous examples, the Workflow-3 concept
does not demand the existence of an aggregate class in the bound meta-models, but this class
will be added by the mixin. The generic operation is defined over the glueing of the mixin and
the concept (label 2 in the figure) through the extension points or parameters of the mixin (label
1). In the figure, class WNode is the only parameter of the mixin. The rest of elements of the
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mixin will be added to any meta-model to which we bind the concept. In this way, we can bind
the concept to meta-models like Petri nets, or to DSMLs to represent plant factories like the one
shown in the figure (label 3). Applying the mixin to the DSML (label 4) adds the aggregate class
to its meta-model, and hence the abstraction becomes applicable to the meta-model instances.
Moreover, this kind of mixin preserves the compatibility of models conformant to the original
meta-model with the extended one.
3.4. Considering families of modelling languages
Some abstractions are horizontal, applicable to a large range of unrelated DSMLs in diﬀerent
domains, whereas some others are applicable to families of modelling languages within the same
domain. A way to construct such families of DSMLs is through the use of appropriate domainspecific meta-modelling (DSMM) languages which provide primitives of the specific domain [8].
Standard modelling languages are defined through a meta-model and are instantiated at the metalevel below. DSMM languages are defined through a meta-model as well, but can be instantiated
at the next two meta-levels below, i.e., they span three meta-levels.
Figure 5 shows an example. The upper part corresponds to a simple DSMM language for
process modelling which makes available meta-modelling primitives such as Task, Artifact
or Performer. These domain-specific primitives make process modelling more natural than
using all-purpose primitives provided by general-purpose meta-modelling languages, like Class
or Association [18, 28]. In this way, we can use the DSMM language to build DSMLs for
particular applications within the process modelling domain, like software processes (middle
left) or educational processes (middle right), which in their turn can be instantiated to define
particular software and educational models (below).
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Figure 5: Model abstraction operation defined over a domain-specific meta-modelling language.

In this context, we can define abstraction operations over the primitives provided by the
DSMM language (upper level), and the operations become applicable to all models of the DSMLs
built with the DSMM language (lower level). This is possible as the objects in the lower level
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are indirect instances of the top-level ones. For instance, john is an instance of Analyst, and
Analyst is an instance of Performer; hence, john is (indirectly) a Performer. In this way, all
abstraction operations defined over the DSMM language are directly reusable by the family of
languages built with it.
Now that we have presented the techniques we propose to make abstractions generic, customizable and adaptable, in the next section we provide a catalogue of reusable abstractions
defined with them.
4. A Catalogue of Generic Abstractions
One of the aims of the present work is to make easier the incorporation of abstraction capabilities and operations to existing or new modelling languages, so that these operations do not need
to be developed from scratch. For this purpose, based on the techniques presented in the previous
section, we have built a catalogue of generic abstractions that a designer can select and customise
for a particular modelling language. Our abstractions are generalizations of the domain-specific
ones we have found in the literature, and can easily be customised for a particular modelling
language by identifying the element types participating in the abstraction.
Technically, our generic abstractions are operations defined over suitable concepts to be
bound to the meta-models of specific modelling languages. To increase the reuse opportunities of each abstraction type in the catalogue, we provide three diﬀerent binding possibilities for
each one: (i) from a structural concept, which is the simplest approach when the structure of the
concept and the structure of the meta-model are similar, (ii) from a hybrid concept, which gives
freedom regarding the particular structure of the bound meta-model, and (iii) from a concept
associated to a mixin in case the bound meta-model has no support for abstractions, e.g. it lacks
a class to represent object aggregations, in which case the mixin extends the meta-model with
such a class, enabling the abstraction application. Finally, we provide two implementations for
each abstraction operation: (i) one performing the abstraction on the input model in-place, and
(ii) another one generating a view (i.e. a diﬀerent model) with the result.
In the remaining of this section we present our catalogue of abstractions, classified depending
on their applicability: horizontal (i.e. general) and domain-specific. We do not claim that this
catalogue is complete, as we expect to add new abstractions in the future. Nonetheless, we will
show some examples illustrating that our current catalogue can be used to customize meaningful
abstractions for well-known notations.
4.1. Horizontal abstractions
Source parallel. This operation abstracts a maximal set of objects which is referenced from the
same source objects. There are two variants of this abstraction: aggregation and merge.
The aggregation variant creates an aggregate that encapsulates all objects with the same
source, whereas the merge variant replaces the parallel objects by another one of the same
type (or a subtype). In both cases, all references from/to the abstracted objects are replicated in the created abstraction.
The structural concept that corresponds to the merge variant is shown to the left of Figure 6.
The abstraction can be reused for a particular notation by specifying the type of the objects
to abstract (class Item), the type of the source objects that reference them (class Context
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and reference target), and the aggregate type to create (Aggregate)2 . In case of the
aggregation variant, the Aggregate class typically has also a child reference to the Item
class (see the left of Figure 8 as an example for a diﬀerent abstraction operation). Finally,
the concept includes two hook methods: canAggregate to configure extra conditions that
the objects to be abstracted need to fulfil, and aggregate to compute possible attribute
values in the created aggregate.
The right of Figure 6 shows the working schema of the merge variant, where an aggregate
object is created in place of all items having a common source. The operation folds the
target references, copies the incoming and outgoing references from the original items
to the created aggregate, and deletes the abstracted items.
SourceParallel structural concept

Item

target

:Item

…

:Item

…

@hook canAggregate(Context): boolean

* target

target

:Context

Context

target

… … …
: Aggregate

…

Aggregate
@hook aggregate(Set(Item))

:Context

target

:Item

…

Figure 6: Source parallel merge abstraction: concept (left) and behaviour (right).

Figure 7 shows an application of this abstraction to a DSML for computing systems. The
language contains two types of computing units (clusters and processors) characterized by
a clock rate, and which can be connected to storage units. We have depicted the binding
from the concept to the meta-model as tags. Thus, Cluster plays the role of Aggregate,
while ComputingUnit plays the role of both Item and Context. Moreover, the hook
method aggregate is configured to assign the introduced aggregate the minimum clock
rate of all aggregated computing units (this is done in OCL by collecting the clock rate
of each computing unit and picking the minimum) and the number of merged units. The
right of the figure shows two consecutive applications of this abstraction to a model, where
processors are graphically represented as chips, and clusters as blobs. The abstraction operation automatically copies the referenced memory storages from the merged computing
units to the created cluster.
Target parallel. It abstracts a maximal set of objects that refer to the same target objects. Thus,
this abstraction is like the previous one, but considers target parallel objects instead of input
ones. The structural concept for its aggregation variant is shown to the left of Figure 8,
in which the only diﬀerence with respect to the concept of Figure 6 is the direction of the
target reference and that it requires a child reference to store the items in the created
aggregate. The right of the same figure shows the working scheme of this abstraction,
where three objects are aggregated as all refer to the same target objects (which in this case
is only one) and their references to the target object are substituted by a unique reference
from the created aggregate. Later, a particular tool may decide whether showing or not the
objects inside the aggregate.
2 Please note that the class representing the type into which the objects will be abstracted is called Aggregate in our
concepts, regardless we use the variant merge or aggregation.
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Figure 7: Source parallel merge abstraction: binding (left) and application (right).
TargetParallel structural concept
child

*

Item

:Item

@hook canAggregate(Context): boolean

* target

Aggregate
@hook aggregate(Set(Item))

Context

:Item

…
:Item

target
target

:Context

target

:Item
:Item

child
child

…
:Item

:Aggregate
target

child

:Context

Figure 8: Target parallel aggregation abstraction: concept (left) and behaviour (right).

Figure 9 shows an application of this abstraction over UML 2.0 Statecharts, to encapsulate sets of states that reach the same state through the same trigger (i.e. it performs an
unflattening of statecharts). The left of the figure shows an excerpt of the UML Statecharts meta-model, simplified as it does not include Regions. The defined binding maps
both Item and Context in the concept to Vertex in the meta-model, as we want to detect
states connected to the same states. We have customized the abstraction by overriding the
hook operation canAggregate to include only target states with the same Trigger, and
aggregate to attach an appropriate Trigger to the created transition. Implementationwise, we have to use the hybrid version of the concept for this abstraction, as states are
not connected to states through a reference (as demanded by the structural concept) but
through an intermediate class Transition. The right of Figure 9 shows the in-place application of this unflattening to a Statechart, which abstracts all states with a transition
triggered by “e” to S4.
Parallel. It abstracts a maximal set of objects with the same source and target elements. The
structural concept for this abstraction is shown to the left of Figure 10 in its variant
merge (i.e. the abstracted items are deleted and substituted by a single new item of type
Aggregate). The middle of the figure shows an application of this abstraction to the
meta-model of non-deterministic automata. The aim is simplifying automata by merging
sets of equivalent states, which are those that can reach, and can be reached from, the
same states through transitions with the same symbols. In such a case, we can merge the
equivalent states and obtain a simpler automaton which preserves behaviour, as the figure
illustrates to the right. For this purpose, we bind all classes in the concept to class State,
and override the canAggregateS and canAggregateT hook methods to check that tran12

NamedElement
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name: String

Context
substates

*
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*
*
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S1
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kind: TransitionKind
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*
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Aggregate
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S0
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f

S3

Trigger

S2
f

S3

FinalState
Figure 9: Target parallel aggregation abstraction: binding to Statecharts (left) and application (right).

sitions to/from the same states have the same symbol. As in the previous example, we
have used the hybrid version of the concept because states are inter-connected through the
intermediate class Transition, and not directly through a reference as demanded by the
structural concept.
Parallel merge structural concept

Item

State

* target

*

target

Aggregate

Source
Context

@hook aggregate(Set(Item))

src

*

Transition

S0

* symbol: char
name: String
tar
initial: boolean
Item
final: boolean

@hook canAggregateS(SourceContext): boolean
@hook canAggregateT(TargetContext): boolean

a

S1

b

a

S2

b

S3

SourceContext

Target
Context

TargetContext

S0

Aggregate

a

S12

b

S3

Figure 10: Parallel merge abstraction: concept (left), binding to automata (middle), and application (right).

Sequential. It abstracts a maximal sequence of linearly connected objects, and admits both variants merge and aggregation. The left of Figure 11 shows the structural concept for the
aggregation variant. The right of the figure illustrates the working schema of this abstraction: it creates an aggregate for a sequence of items, and copies the connections of the first
and last item of the sequence to the aggregate.
Sequential structural concept
next

*

Item
@hook canAggregate(Item): boolean
child *

…

:Item

next

next

next

next
next

:Item

next

…

… :Item …

next

:Aggregate

…
next

next

next

child

Aggregate

:Item

@hook aggregate(Sequence(Item))

child

child
next

:Item

next

… :Item

Figure 11: Sequential aggregation abstraction: concept (left) and behaviour (right).

Figure 12 shows to the left a binding of the concept to the BPMN 2.0 meta-model, where
we have mapped Item to FlowElement and Aggregate to SubProcess. Reference
child in the concept could be directly mapped to reference flowElements, however
we use the hybrid version of the concept because we have to navigate between FlowNodes
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through SequenceFlows, and not directly with a reference. In this case, we have customized the canAggregate hook method to forbid having gateways as first or last element
in the abstracted sequence, and the aggregate method to create the start and end events
of the subprocess. The right of the same figure shows an example application.
flowElements

*

Item

FlowElement
targetRef

FlowNode
FlowElem
Container

SubProcess

A3

+

+

A5

A4

sourceRef

*

Activity

A2

A1
A0

Sequence
Gateway
Flow

*

A0

Aggregate

A3

A2

A1

+

+

A5

A4

Figure 12: Sequential aggregation abstraction: binding to BPMN (left) and application (right).

Block. It abstracts a connected set of elements between two given objects, and supports both
merge and aggregation variants. Moreover, it is also possible to configure whether the
two objects delimiting the block should be abstracted or not. As a diﬀerence from the
previous cases, here the location where the abstraction will be applied is not detected
automatically, but the two objects delimiting the block must be given as parameters to the
abstraction operation. Figure 13 shows to the left the hybrid concept for this abstraction.
InitialContext and FinalContext correspond to the type of the objects delimiting the
block (the concrete objects will be passed as parameters), and Item corresponds to the
type of the abstracted elements. As the concept is hybrid, the binding needs to provide
operations getNext to obtain all adjacent items of a given one, and addChild to add the
items in the block to the aggregate. The right of Figure 13 shows the working scheme for
the aggregation variant of this abstraction and including the delimiters of the block in the
aggregate.
Block Abstraction Hybrid concept
:Initial
Context

Item
@hook canAggregate(Set(Item)): boolean
getNext() : Set(Item)

Aggregate
@hook aggregate(Set(Item))
addChild(Item)

Initial
Context

:Item

…

…

…

:Item

:Item

Final
Context

:Item

:Final
Context

:Aggregate
:Initial
Context

:Item

…

:Item

…

:Item

…

:Item

:Final
Context

Figure 13: Block aggregation abstraction: hybrid concept (left) and working scheme (right).

Figure 14 shows a binding to BPMN and an example application. For the case of BPMN,
both block delimiters need to be gateways, typically of complementary type. Role Item
is bound to FlowElement so that both FlowNodes and SequenceFlows are aggregated.
While this abstraction needs to be provided with the initial and final context objects, we
have designed a specialization of this abstraction for BPMN which automatically detects
abstraction opportunities (see next subsection).
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Figure 14: Block aggregation abstraction: binding to BPMN (left) and example (right).

Item
@hook isSimilarTo(Item): boolean
child *

Aggregate
@hook aggregate(Set(Item))

Report
Organise
Meeting

Facilitator

Similarity structural concept

Facilitator

Similarity. It abstracts a maximal set of objects considered similar by a custom-defined operation. The left of Figure 15 shows the structural concept for the aggregation variant of
this abstraction. The right of the figure shows an application example to BPMN 2.0 models. As in the abstraction heuristic presented in [52], we consider similar those tasks that
produce or consume the same sets of Data Objects and use the same resources (in the
model example, if they are performed by the same HumanPerformer). Thus, we configure this abstraction by binding class Item in the concept to FlowElement, Aggregate to
SubProcess, and implementing the isSimilarTo hook method. Please note that we do
not need to bind BPMN Data Objects, but the isSimilarTo operation, when implemented for BPMN, is in charge of comparing the data objects attached to FlowElements.

Organise
Meeting

Perform
Meeting

Evaluate
Report

Generate
Report

Figure 15: Similarity aggregation abstraction: concept (left) and application to BPMN (right).

Loop removal. It removes loops between two types of objects. The associated concept is shown
in Figure 16(a). We consider two variants: the first one removes one of the references to
break the loop, whereas the second one removes the object with type Item and its references. The second variant is illustrated in Figure 16(b). Figure 16(c) shows an application
of this abstraction that simplifies Petri nets, while preserving their behaviour, according to
the elimination of self-loop places reduction rule [45]. Thus, a place is removed if it has
at least one token and has no further input or output arcs, which is checked in the implementation of the hook method canRemove. Figure 16(d) shows an application to YAWL
nets [58] that eliminates self-loop tasks. A diﬀerent binding into YAWL would enable the
elimination of self-loop conditions as well [58].
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Figure 16: Loop removal abstraction: concept (a), behaviour (b), and applications to Petri nets (c) and YAWL nets (d).

4.2. Domain-specific abstractions
Oftentimes, abstractions are specifically designed for a particular domain, such as Petri
nets [45] or process models [52, 58]. Their definition over concepts makes them meta-model
independent, and therefore reusable for other languages with similar semantics. If an abstraction
for a particular domain is especially complex, it can still be built by reusing and customizing
horizontal abstractions (like the ones in our catalogue). However, in such cases, we can benefit
from specializing it as a domain-specific abstraction over a concept that reflects the particularities
of the domain and can be bound to languages with close semantics with minimal configuration
eﬀort. In the following, we briefly describe some abstractions for diﬀerent domains.
Petri nets. The left of Figure 17 shows on top a hybrid concept named ProcessHolder capturing
the essential elements of Petri net-like languages. The Holder role is played by place-like
entities, while Processes are the active elements, played by transition-like elements. This
concept allows querying the model through the operations tokens, inputs and outputs,
which hide the specific structure used by diﬀerent boundable meta-models. The figure
shows in addition a typical organization of concepts, where concepts needed for specific
operations, like abstraction and simulation, extend a base concept. While the concept for
simulation needs the implementation of an additional mutator operation addToken, the
one for abstractions in the bottom left can be configured through a number of hooks to
perform additional actions when deleting a holder or a process, when aggregating two
holders, or when merging their inputs.
ProcessHolder concept
Holder
tokens():int

Process
inputs():Set(Holder)
outputs():Set(Holder)

:Process

Simulation
ProcessHolder
concept

Abstraction ProcessHolder
concept
Holder

Process

Holder

@hook remove()
@hook canAggregate(s: Set(Holder)): boolean
@hook aggregate(s: Set(Holder))
@hook mergeInputs (h: Holder)

@hook remove()

addToken(n: int )

͙

:Process

:Holder

out

in

out

:Process

out

͙

:Holder
in

:Process

out

in

:Process
in

:Process

out

:Holder

in

͙ :Process

:Process

͙ :Process

Figure 17: Concepts for Petri net-like languages (left). Fusion of serial places abstraction (right).

As an example, the right of the same figure shows the working scheme of the abstraction
operation Fusion of Serial Places (FSP), which is defined over the concept Abstraction
ProcessHolder. This abstraction merges two holders in sequence. The abstraction is taken
from the standard catalogue of Petri-net reduction rules, which preserve liveness, safeness
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and boundedness [45]. The rationale is to obtain a simpler model through abstraction,
which becomes more eﬃcient to analyse, as the resulting state space is smaller.
As we have defined the abstraction operation over a concept, we can apply the operation to
languages with Petri net-like semantics, to which we can bind the Abstraction ProcessHolder concept. For instance, Figure 18 shows the binding of the concept to a DSML for
factories. This DSML is made of three types of machines: generators, assemblers and terminators. Generators model processes that add parts in the factory, terminators take parts
out of the factory and assemblers transform parts. Parts are transferred between machines
through conveyors. The binding maps Holder and Process in the concept to the classes
Conveyor and Machine in the meta-model, respectively, so that the abstraction will be
used to fusion serial conveyors. The binding needs to implement the required query operations tokens, inputs and outputs (we only show the implementation of the first one for
brevity). In addition, the binding implements two hook operations: mergeInputs, which
redirects the references from input machines to the merged conveyor, and aggregate,
which calculates the number of parts to be placed in the merged conveyor. The right of
the figure shows the application of the FSP abstraction to a factory model, leading to the
merging of two adjacent conveyors.
Abstraction ProcessHolder concept
Holder

Process

tokens(): int
@hook remove()
@hook
canAggregate(s: Set(Holder)): boolean
operation Conveyor tokens()
{
return self.parts.size(); @hook aggregate(s: Set(Holder))
}
@hook mergeInputs (h: Holder)
operation Conveyor
mergeInputs(h: Conveyor) {
for (a in Machine.all)
if (a.outs.includes(h)) {
a.outs.remove(h);
a.outs.add(self);
}
}
operation Conveyor
aggregate(s: Set(Conveyor)) {
for (h in s)
self.parts.addAll(h.parts);
}

н
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outputs():Set(Holder)
@hook remove()
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Figure 18: Fusion of serial places abstraction: binding to a DSML for factories (left) and application (right).

Workflows. Another domain for which we have defined specific abstraction operations over
suitable concepts is process modelling. For example, Figure 2 showed the concept Workflow for process modelling languages, which gathers the requirements for the block abstraction operation. This abstraction aggregates into a subprocess a block delimited by two
complementary gateways. An example application of this abstraction to BPMN is shown
in Figure 24. This abstraction is a specialization of the block horizontal abstraction for
workflow languages. Building this specialization has two advantages: first, it is easier to
identify the elements to bind for languages of the workflow domain, and second, it can
use the workflow semantics to detect where to apply the abstraction automatically (using
the horizontal abstraction directly would require giving the initial and final context objects delimiting the block as parameters). Other abstractions we have built (which we took
from [53]) include sequential merge, loop abstraction and elimination of dead-end paths.
Domain-specific process modelling. Another way to define abstractions for particular domains
is by the use of domain-specific meta-modelling, as explained in Section 3.4. In this ap17

proach, a domain-specific meta-modelling language is used to define a family of languages
for a certain domain (see Figure 5). The abstractions defined over types of the domainspecific meta-modelling language are applicable to any DSML built with it.
Up to now, we have defined several abstractions for domain-specific process modelling
languages. For example, Figure 19 shows the working schema of a view abstraction that
transforms process models into Petri-nets. The upper-left of the figure corresponds to
a domain-specific meta-modelling language for process modelling (it is a refinement of
the one shown in Figure 5). Below, it is instantiated to define a modelling language for
software processes. The bottom-left shows a particular software process model. The view
abstraction is defined as a model-to-model transformation, using the types of the metamodelling language. Our multi-level framework is able to deal with indirect types [8],
so that the transformation becomes applicable to the bottom-most model. Hence, the rule
Task2Place defined over Task is applicable to objects a, d and c.
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{
...
}
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src
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src

D2C: Seq

tar

Analysis: Task

Design: Task

Coding: Task

Analyst:
Performer

Designer:
Performer

Programmer:
Performer

UnitTest:
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Code:
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a software process
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tar
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a: Analysis

d: Design

c: Coding
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Analysis

d,
Design
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Coding

Figure 19: A view abstraction for domain-specific process modelling.

5. Configuring the abstraction operations through annotation models
The abstractions presented so far include hook methods, like isSimilarTo or canAggregate,
to customise the object similarity criteria used by the abstractions. If the similarity criteria are
simple, it is straightforward to implement the hook methods. However, some abstractions may
rely on complex clustering techniques – like those of Formal Concept Analysis [5] (FCA), or
k-means [40] – to estimate the similarity of objects. All these techniques have in common that
they compare objects according to a subset of their attributes, and in some cases, they partition
the attribute values in equivalence classes. As a result of this comparison, objects which are more
similar to each other are classified in the same cluster. Hence, the challenges are: (i) how to build
clustering algorithms reusable for diﬀerent meta-models, (ii) how to configure the objects to be
compared and the attributes used in the comparison, and (iii) how to use the resulting clusters of
objects as similarity criteria in our abstraction operations.
A scheme of our solution is shown in Figure 20. As before, the abstraction operation is
attached a concept, to be bound to a particular meta-model. In addition, the operation can use
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generic implementations of clustering algorithms through the isSimilarTo and canAggregate
hooks. The clustering algorithms are not tied to a domain meta-model, but they are typed on a
predefined annotation meta-model. The configuration of the clustering algorithm for a domain
meta-model is done through an annotation model that identifies the meta-model classes and attributes involved in the comparison, as well as the possible equivalence classes for the attributes.
The clustering algorithm remains generic as it is typed on the annotation meta-model, and only
uses the configuration information provided by the annotation model.
abstraction
operation

typed on

(hook)
isSimilarTo

concept

binding

uses

clustering
algorithm

typed on

annotation
meta-model
instance of

annotation
model

annotates

Domain
Domain
domain
Meta-model
Meta-model
meta-model

clustering algorithm configuration

Figure 20: Scheme of the configuration of generic abstraction operations through annotation models.

Figure 21 shows the meta-model of our annotation models. It allows defining the type of the
objects to be clustered by the algorithm, the features used for their comparison, and partitions for
attribute values by means of equivalence classes. Classes Object, Relation and Property are
pointers to the objects, references and fields to be used by the clustering algorithm. There should
be at least one Object with its attribute classifiable set to true, which identifies the element
type to cluster, taking into account the annotated features. The meta-model also supports the
annotation of complex navigation expressions, e.g. involving the traversal of several relations, by
using the class IndirectRelation. Finally, the children of class Equivalence allow defining
equivalence classes for attribute values. For attributes of type real, we can indicate the range of
values for the equivalence class (attributes min and max to specify a bounded range, or noMin
and noMax if it is unbounded).
Object
ref: Node
classifiable: boolean
0..1 target

props
Feature
*
{ordered}
ref: Field[0..1]

Relation

Property

eq

Equivalence
*
{ordered} name: String

Indirect Relation

͙
RealEquiv
min: double
max: double
noMin: boolean
noMax: boolean

StringEquiv

Figure 21: Annotation meta-model for clustering.

Next, we describe two generic clustering algorithms that we have defined over this meta19

model, and show some examples of abstraction operations that use them.
k-means based similarity. The Machine Learning community has proposed many clustering
techniques. In particular, the k-means technique [40] classifies a set of objects in k clusters.
The objects are encoded as numerical vectors describing their features, and then they are
grouped according to their distance to the mean of each cluster. In this way, the algorithm
minimizes the expression

argmin

k ∑
∑

∥x j − µi ∥2

i=1 x j ∈S i

which is the distance of each object x j to the mean value µi of its cluster S i . We have
implemented this algorithm using the types of our annotation meta-model (i.e. object,
relation, etc.), so that it can be reused for diﬀerent abstractions and modelling languages,
as we illustrate below.
Some works reported in the literature use k-means to find sets of similar objects, which
are then abstracted. For example, [52] uses this algorithm to cluster activities in process
models based on their input/output data objects and on the resources they use. The algorithm needs a fixed value for k, and the authors suggest values from 5 to 7 in process
modelling [52].
To implement this abstraction for BPMN using our approach, we first need to annotate its
meta-model to indicate the elements used to measure the similarity of activities. The annotations will be used by our k-means algorithm to automatically build clusters of similar
activities. Then, we can use a similarity horizontal abstraction to aggregate the activities
in each cluster. The advantage is that we do not need to hand-code the algorithm to identify the sets of similar activities, but the configuration is an instantiation of the annotation
meta-model.
Figure 22 shows the annotation model used to configure the similarity criteria for this abstraction. The annotation model contains an instance of Object which points to Activity
in the BPMN meta-model, as this is the element to compare and classify. Two similarity criteria are defined for activities: used resources and input/output data objects. The
first one corresponds to the relation resources stemming from Activity, therefore it
is enough to annotate this relation through an instance of Relation, as shown in the figure. For the second criterion, we need to navigate from Activity objects to the data
objects they access, which is done by the expression attached to the IndirectRelation
annotation3 .
Additionally, to use the similarity horizontal abstraction, we need to bind the BPMN metamodel to the concept of Figure 15. In this case, Activity plays the role of Item and
SubProcess will be used as Aggregate. The abstraction would use the result of the
k-means algorithm to aggregate the similar activities.
FCA/RCA-based similarity. Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [5] is a clustering technique based
on the calculation of so-called FCA concepts4 , which are clusters of objects sharing maximal sets of properties. As a diﬀerence with k-means, the number of clusters does not
3 The

expression is simplified, as the navigation goes through intermediate InputOutputSpecification objects.
FCA concepts have the same name as generic concepts, but both terms are unrelated.

4 Coincidentally,
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Figure 22: Configuring k-means for BPMN through an annotation model, and binding for similarity abstraction.

need to be fixed a priori. Moreover, FCA requires the definition of equivalence classes
for all attributes involved in the comparison, which is called data scaling [27]. Some simple comparison criteria can also be supplied for references, which by default is reference
equality.
Relational Concept Analysis (RCA) [27] extends FCA with a richer classification for objects with references, as in this case, the algorithm builds additional concept lattices for
the target of references (i.e. it classifies the target objects in clusters as well).
We have implemented generic algorithms for FCA and RCA, using the types from our
annotation meta-model. As an application example, Figure 23 shows the meta-model of
a DSML for computing systems (upper right), which we already used for the source parallel abstraction. The left of the figure shows the annotation model we need to provide to
our RCA algorithm to classify computing units according to their clock rate and the size
of their storage cache. The classifiable object in the meta-model is ComputingUnit, as
we want to classify both processors and clusters. Two properties are defined as comparison criteria: the attribute clockRate, for which three equivalence classes are provided
(low, medium and high), and the attribute size of the computing unit’s storage, accessed
through the reference cache, with two possible categories (small and big).
We can use the results of the clustering algorithm in diﬀerent abstraction operations.
For instance, in order to abstract similar computing units into a single Cluster object,
we can bind the DSML to the concept for the similarity merge abstraction as follows:
ComputingUnit is bound to Item, and Cluster to Aggregate. The bottom-right of
Figure 23 shows the result of applying this abstraction to the same model used in Figure 7.
6. Tool Support
The approach and abstractions presented in this paper have been implemented and validated
using MetaDepth5 , a meta-modelling framework which supports multi-level meta-modelling and
textual modelling [7]. It is integrated with the Epsilon family of languages6 , which permits
5 The

tool and the abstractions are available for download at http://astreo.ii.uam.es/∼jlara/metaDepth/

6 http://eclipse.org/gmt/epsilon/
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Figure 23: Configuring RCA for a DSML through an annotation model, binding for similarity abstraction and application.

defining in-place model manipulations, model-to-model transformations and code generators.
All these operations can be made generic by their definition over (structural or hybrid) concepts
or mixins. Moreover, we have extended MetaDepth’s genericity support with the possibility of
defining hook methods with default implementations in concepts.
6.1. Concept-based reusability
Concepts, mixins and bindings are specified textually in MetaDepth. As an example, Listing 1 shows the definition of the structural concept shown in Figure 2. The definition of a concept
is similar to a meta-model definition, but its elements are considered variables and their definition
is preceded by “&”. The concept has a list of parameters (lines 2–3) in order to ease the binding
to meta-models, as we will see later.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

concept Workflow
(&M, &WNode, &WEdge, &Aggregate,
&Gateway, &child, &src, &tar) {
Model &M {
abstract Node &WNode {}
Node &WEdge {
&src : &WNode;
&tar : &WNode;

}

9
10
11
13
14
15

}

}

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Node &Aggregate : &WNode {
&child : &WNode[∗];

10

Node &Gateway : &WNode {}

13

}

12

1

operation blockAbstraction() : Boolean {
var comp : &WNode = null;
for (gw in &Gateway.allInstances())
if (gw.isSplit()) {
comp := getJoin(gw);
if (comp<>null) {
var sq : Sequence(&WNode);
sq.addAll(getAllInBetween(gw, comp));
createAggregateFor(sq, gw, comp);
return true;

11

}

12
14
15
16

}

}

return false;

operation &Gateway isSplit() : Boolean{...}
...

Listing 1: Structural concept.

Listing 2: Block abstraction operation.
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Once the concept is defined, we can build operations that use the variable types defined
in the concept. In MetaDepth, the abstraction operations that modify the models in-place are
defined using the Epsilon Object Language (EOL) [34], whereas the view-generating abstraction
operations are defined with the Epsilon Transformation Language (ETL) [35]. Listing 2 shows
an excerpt of the block abstraction operation using EOL (most auxiliary operations and methods
are not shown), which uses the types of the Workflow concept of Listing 1.
To reuse the generic operation with a given modelling language, we need to provide a binding
from the concept to the meta-model of the language. Listing 3 shows the binding of the concept
in Listing 1 to the meta-model of BPMN2.0. In this case, the SubProcess type of BPMN acts
as aggregate (fourth parameter of the binding, corresponding to the &Aggregate variable of the
concept).
1
2
3

bind Workflow ( BPMN, BPMN::FlowNode, BPMN::SequenceFlow,
BPMN::SubProcess, BPMN::Gateway, BPMN::FlowElementsContainer::flowElements,
BPMN::SequenceFlow::sourceRef, BPMN::SequenceFlow::targetRef )

Listing 3: Binding to meta-model.

The users of a generic abstraction only have to define the binding from the concept to their
modelling languages. The binding in Listing 3 allows reusing the block abstraction operation,
which consists of several hundred lines of EOL code. Thus, the user has to specify fewer lines
of code (3) to benefit from a proven abstraction operation. Actually, the real definition of our
Workflow concept is slightly larger and has associated further domain-specific abstractions, hence
the reuse opportunities are larger. Moreover, the user of the abstraction is not confronted with
understanding the code being reused and a subsequent manual adaptation of the operation for a
particular meta-model, which is error-prone. Instead, he only deals with the operation “interface”
(i.e. the concept), and so the diﬀerent elements in the concept become similar to roles in design
patterns.
6.2. Multi-level based reusability
MetaDepth supports modelling using an arbitrary number of meta-levels [6]. The number of
levels in which an element can be instantiated is controlled by its potency [2]. This is a natural
number attached to classes, edges and fields, which gets automatically decreased at each lower
meta-level. When it reaches zero, it is not possible to instantiate the element in lower meta-levels.
The interested reader can consult [6, 8] for further details.
We can use MetaDepth’s multi-level capabilities to define domain-specific meta-modelling
languages and abstractions for them. As an example, Listing 4 shows an excerpt of the definition
of the domain-specific meta-modelling language to define process modelling languages, similar
to the one shown in Figure 19. Line 1 declares the meta-modelling language with potency 2
(indicated after the symbol ‘@’), which means that it can be instantiated at two meta-levels.
Lines 2–7 declare meta-class Task. Since it does not specify a potency on its own, it takes the
potency of the enclosing model (i.e. 2). It declares an attribute name with potency 1, which can
receive a value at the next meta-level, a boolean flag initial with potency 2 (taken from Task)
which can receive a value two meta-levels below, and two references to input and output artefacts.
Similarly, classes Performer and Artifact are declared in lines 8–11 and 12, respectively.
Finally, an abstract class Gateway is defined in lines 14–17 with references to source and target
tasks, together with two subclasses Seq and Par in lines 18 and 19.
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1
2
3
4
5
6

Model ProcessModel@2 {
Node Task {
name@1 : String[0..1];
initial : boolean;
ins : Artifact[∗];
outs : Artifact[∗];

1
2
3
4

}

7

5

Node Performer {
name : String;
performs : Task[∗];

8
9
10

7
8
9

Node Artifact {}

12

Seq A2D {
from: Analysis{src};
to : Design{tar};

10
11

13

abstract Node Gateway {
src : Task[∗];
tar : Task[∗];

14
15
16

12

18
19

}

}

13

Seq D2C {
from: Design{src};
to : Coding{tar};

14

}

17

20

Performer Analyst { perf : Analysis{performs}; }
Performer Designer { perf : Design{performs}; }
Performer Programmer { perf : Coding{performs}; }

6

}

11

ProcessModel SoftwareProcess {
Task Analysis { name = ”requirements, analysis”; }
Task Design { name = ”high−leve design, low−level design”; }
Task Coding { name = ”coding, unit testing”; }

15

Node Seq : Gateway {}
Node Par : Gateway {}

16
17
18

}

}

Listing 5: Software process modelling language.

Listing 4: Process meta-modelling language.

Listing 5 shows a simple software process modelling language, built using the previous
domain-specific meta-modelling language (i.e. it is an instance of the meta-model in Listing 4).
The language defines three tasks types (Analysis, Design and Coding) and three types of
Performer (Analyst, Designer and Programmer). Each task type can assign a value to name
because this attribute was defined with potency 1, and each performer declares the type of task
he can get involved in by explicitly instantiating the performs reference. Finally, the instances
of Seq in lines 10 and 14 allow navigating from Analysis to Design tasks, and from Design
to Coding tasks.
We can use this language to define software process models, like the one shown in Listing 6.
In line 2, we can assign a value to initial, as this attribute was given potency 2 in Listing 4.
1
2
3
4
5

@lazy
rule Task2Place
transform task : Source!Task
to place : Target!Place

{

6
7
8
1
2
3
4

SoftwareProcess aProcess {
Analysis a { initial = true; }
Design d {}
Coding c { }

5

Analyst john{ name = ”John”; perf = a; }
Designer ann{ name = ”Ann”; perf = d; }
Programmer sue{ name = ”Sue”; perf = c; }

6
7
8
9
10
11
12

}

A2D a2d { from = a; to = d; }
D2C d2c { from = d; to = c; }

}

place.name := task.name;
if (task.initial) place.tokens := 1;

9
10
11
12
13

rule Gateway2Transition
transform gateway : Source!Gateway
to transition : Target!Transition

{

for ( ref in gateway.references(”tar”) )
for ( task in gateway.value(ref) )
new Target!ArcTP(transition, task.equivalent());

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

}

Listing 6: Software process model.

for ( ref in gateway.references(”src”) )
for ( task in gateway.value(ref) )
new Target!ArcPT(task.equivalent(), transition);

Listing 7: View abstraction for business process models.

The abstraction operations built over a domain-specific meta-modelling language are applicable to the instances of any modelling language built with it. As an example, Listing 7 shows a
model-to-model transformation that creates a Petri net from a process model (i.e. a view abstraction of the process model). The transformation is implemented using the Epsilon Transformation
Language (ETL) [35], which is integrated in MetaDepth. The transformation uses the types of
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the domain-specific meta-modelling language in Listing 4, and is applicable to models two metalevels below, like the one in Listing 6. Rule Gateway2Transition transforms any gateway into
a transition. If we apply this rule to the model in Listing 6, two transitions would be created:
one corresponding to a2d and another for d2c, as both are indirect instances of Gateway (they
are instances of A2D and D2C respectively, which are instances of Seq, and this is a subtype of
Gateway). The rule iterates on all tasks which are output to the gateway (lines 14–15), creating
a new Petri net arc which connects the created transition to the place created from the output task
(line 16). This place is actually obtained through the standard ETL method equivalent. An
invocation to this method implicitly executes the lazy rule Task2Place if the task has not been
transformed yet. Rule Task2Place creates a place for each task, and adds one token to the place
if the task is initial.
Both concepts and multi-level modelling can be used to build reusable operations. Both
techniques share similarities, as the role of the binding in concept-based reuse is the same played
by the typing in multi-level-based reuse. Moreover, a concept could be used with similar purposes to a domain-specific meta-modelling language, to define families of domain-specific languages. However, concepts (and their associated operations) can be developed independently of
the meta-models to be bound, even after these meta-models exist, whereas domain-specific metamodelling languages need to be defined before any meta-model of the family can be built. While
a meta-model (like the one in Listing 5) can be bound to many concepts, it is typed by a single
meta-modelling language (in this case, the one in Listing 4). It is up to future work to devise
means to make multi-level modelling more flexible, allowing multiple, a posteriori typings.
6.3. Visualization

Figure 24: Example of a BPMN model, before and after applying an abstraction.

So far we have considered abstractions at the abstract syntax level. However, modelling
languages have a concrete syntax as well, typically graphical. When an abstraction is applied,
the model visualization should be updated accordingly. As a proof of concept, we have built
a visualization engine for MetaDepth models with support for grouping together elements into
aggregate objects. The engine uses a meta-model to define graphical concrete syntaxes which
includes the notion of grouping. Hence, in order to define the visualization of a language, a simple mapping from its meta-model to our graphical syntax meta-model must be given. Moreover,
the engine uses a default visualization for the elements added by mixins, and which therefore do
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not belong to the bound meta-models. Then, our engine interprets concrete syntax models and
renders their visualization with the jGraph library. Figure 24 shows the visualization of a BPMN
model, before and after applying the block abstraction.
7. Assessment: generality and reusability
This section assesses the generality of our approach by showing how it can be used to define
existing well-known abstraction catalogues for model-based systems, business process models
and Petri nets.
In [50], the author presents a catalogue of abstraction patterns for software architecture
models. Some of these abstractions are specific to component systems and can be defined in
our framework as domain-specific abstractions over a suitable concept for component systems,
whereas others can be built using our horizontal abstractions. For example, the “port group”
pattern – which merges all ports of a component into a single one – is our source parallel abstraction, while the “black box” pattern – which groups a set of connected components – is our
block abstraction. The author also proposes some abstraction patterns for behavioural modelling
languages, like state machines, which we can express using our horizontal abstractions. For instance, the “group transition” pattern – which merges states having transitions with the same
trigger and leading to a common state – can be expressed with our target parallel abstraction,
as Figure 9 shows for the aggregation variant. Interestingly, we propose the block horizontal
abstraction to aggregate both state machines and activity diagrams. This confirms that it can
be seen as a horizontal abstraction, applicable to several modelling languages. While the goal
of [50] is to present abstraction patterns for specific modelling notations, ours is to provide a
practical means to define reusable abstractions across diﬀerent languages. Table 1 summarizes
the proposed abstractions and how they can be represented using our catalogue. Most of them
can be described using horizontal abstractions. Some others (like platform layering and complex
summary) are too abstract and require the guidance of an expert user, e.g., to decide the layers to
be included in an application, how they should communicate and which components to include
in each one of them. This shows the generality of our horizontal abstractions.
Table 1: Software modelling abstractions proposed in [50].
Name

Domain

Description

Port group
Black box
Black line
Cable pattern
Port group
Platform layering
Summary message
Complex summary
Summary state
Group transition

Software arch.
Software arch.
Software arch.
Software arch.
Software arch.
Software arch.
Sequence diagrams
Sequence diagrams
State machines
State machines

Summary activity

Activity diagrams

merges all ports of a component into a single port
groups a set of connected components
abstracts a set of components as an edge
abstracts a set of edges into a single edge
abstracts a set of ports into a single port
separates an application in diﬀerent layers
merges several messages into a single message
merges several life lines into a single life line
merges a block of states into a single state
merges states having transitions with the same trigger and
leading to a common state
merges a block of activities into a single activity

Abstraction in
our catalogue
Source parallel
Block
Sequential
Parallel
Source parallel
–
Domain-specific
–
Block
Target parallel
Block

Most abstraction techniques are designed for a particular notation. For example, there are
techniques tailored for abstracting process models in BPMN [52]. A catalogue is presented
in [53], which includes abstractions for event-driven process chains, like sequential, block, loop
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and dead-end abstractions. Table 2 shows a summary of such abstractions. We can define some
of them using our horizontal abstractions, whereas others were built using a specific concept for
workflow languages. The fourth column of the table shows some bindings that we have made to
concrete modelling languages, showing the reusability of our approach.
Table 2: Domain-specific abstractions for Business Process Models ([52, 53]).
Name

Description

Abstraction in our
catalogue
Sequential
Workflow sequence

Sequential

merges sequential elements between two blocks

Block

abstracts elements between split/join connectors

Block
Workflow block

Loop

abstracts loops between two gateways

Workflow loop

Dead-end

removes dead paths stemming from a gateway

Workflow remove path

Semantic abstraction

abstraction based on similarity

Similarity + k-means

Binding
BPMN
Intalio
UML activity diagrams
BPMN
Intalio
UML activity diagrams
BPMN
Intalio
UML activity diagrams
BPMN
Intalio
UML activity diagrams
BPMN
Intalio
UML activity diagrams

Abstractions are also heavily used in verification to obtain simpler models that can be analysed more eﬃciently. For example, Table 3 shows the 6 reduction rules for Petri nets presented
in [45], as well as how to define them using our framework in a generic, reusable way. This
is an advantage of our approach, as in all these specific domains, abstraction implementations
are frequently tied to the specificities of a language, and are therefore hardly reusable even for
similar notations in the same domain.
Table 3: Domain-specific abstractions for Petri nets ([45]).
Name

Description

Fusion Series Places

merges two places and an intermediate transition

Fusion Series Transitions

merges two transitions and an intermediate place

Fusion Parallel Places

merges parallel places between two transitions

Fusion Parallel Transitions

merges parallel transitions between two places

Elim. of Self-Loop Places

eliminates places with loops through a transition

Elim. of Self-Loop Transitions

eliminates transitions with loops through a place

Abstraction in our
catalogue
Sequential
Petri net FSP
Sequential
Petri net FST
Parallel
Petri net FPP
Parallel
Petri net FPT
Loop removal
Petri net ELP
Loop removal
Petri net ELT

Binding
Petri nets
DSLs
Petri nets
DSLs
Petri nets
DSLs
Petri nets
DSLs
Petri nets
DSLs
Petri nets
DSLs

8. Related work
Modelling languages provide abstractions, or primitives, that capture the essential characteristics of systems, dismissing the unimportant parts for the purpose of the modeller. Since
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models can be very complex, abstractions become important as a means to understand, modify
and manage this complexity. Abstraction has been recognized as one of the key techniques for the
model-based engineering of software and systems in the field of multi-paradigm modelling [44],
and is pervasive in software engineering [29]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are
no works aimed at systematizing and providing a practical framework to reuse abstractions across
modelling languages, but there are only concrete proposals for specific modelling notations and
tools.
For instance, many modelling languages (e.g. Statecharts [22], BPMN [46] or UML component diagrams [47]) have particular hierarchical primitives that enable element aggregation,
which can be used for model abstraction. The foundations of such constructs can be traced back
to Harel’s higraphs [23], which enrich “flat” hyper graphs with depth (hierarchical primitives)
and cartesian products. Higraphs can be used as a basis to build notations like hierarchical entity
relationship diagrams or Statecharts [22]. There is also the possibility of “zooming out” a certain node, supressing low-level details. While this operation can be seen as a tool visualization
feature, in this work we concentrate on abstraction operations having an impact on the model
structure.
In most cases, abstractions have been proposed for specific notations or tools, like BPMN [52],
Statecharts [54] or Petri nets [45]. If the modelling language contains hierarchical primitives (like
BPMN or Statecharts), then abstractions may introduce aggregation elements (e.g. organizing
activities in subprocesses). If the language lacks such primitives (like Petri nets), abstractions
are normally restricted to merge or delete (filter) elements. Abstractions have been proposed not
only for behavioural notations – like the previous ones – but for structural notations as well, like
Entity Relationship Diagrams [43, 51], components [50] or class diagrams [11]. In some cases,
like in [51], the language (Entity Relationships) is increased with hierarchical constructs that
aggregate related elements. Language extensions are considered by our mixins. In any case, the
proposed abstractions in the literature are normally tied to the specificities of a language or tool,
and cannot be reused for other similar languages.
Some abstractions can be considered model refactorings [13], as they preserve the model
semantics. Many refactorings for diﬀerent modelling languages have been proposed, some of
which are abstractions. For example, in [54], the authors identify the “fold outgoing transition”,
which is the target parallel abstraction shown in Figure 9. As in the previous case, such refactorings are normally tied to specific notations or tools, and cannot be reused for other similar
languages.
In the area of software modelling and MDE, two kinds of models are distinguished in [37]:
type and token models. The latter capture singular elements of a system (e.g. a road map is a
token model), and the former capture universal aspects of it through classification (e.g. a metamodel is a type model). While a type model can be seen as an abstraction of the set of its valid
instance models, there is a lack of proposals – like the one we give here – for the systematic
abstraction of token models.
Related to model abstraction, model slicing has been proposed as a model comprehension
technique inspired by program slicing. It involves extracting a subset of a model, called a slice,
which retains some properties of interest. Slicers are typically bound to concrete meta-models,
for instance UML [39]. This technique can be seen as a particular case of our view abstraction,
when the obtained view conforms to the original meta-model. In [3], a language to define and
generate model slicers is proposed, but the obtained slicers are not reusable for diﬀerent metamodels in MDE.
There are also works that aim at the description of generic model refactorings [42]. Although
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they do not explicitly deal with abstractions, they could be used to abstract models. However,
they lack constructs like mixins or hybrid concepts which we use to broaden the applicability of
abstractions. Similarly, [57] describes a comprehensive set of change patterns for process models
for the purpose of comparing the change frameworks provided by process-support technologies.
Some of the described patterns (e.g. Extract Sub Process) can be interpreted as abstractions. Our
work is especially directed to abstractions, and is not tied to process modelling languages, being
generic. While the goal of [57] is to provide a systematic comparison framework, our goal is to
oﬀer automatic support for abstracting DSMLs in MDE. This is achieved through a catalogue of
abstractions, defined using concepts, which are reusable by means of bindings.
While there are works that use clustering techniques like FCA and RCA in MDE [1, 27], their
main purpose is to refactor class diagrams or meta-models in order to find a good inheritance
hierarchy of classes. Usually, the reason is that FCA needs boolean attributes, which in class
diagrams can be emulated by checking if classes define the same attribute (name and data type)
or not. There are few works aiming at generic, reusable implementations of clustering techniques
for MDE. In [12], the authors propose a generic mechanism (similar to our annotation models)
to use RCA/FCA for restructuring the inheritance hierarchy of meta-models. However, they
do not consider applying FCA to models for other purposes, and lack the possibility to define
equivalence classes and scaling operations for attribute values.
Abstraction has also been studied theoretically. Hobbs [26] suggests that, in the course of
reasoning, we conceptualize the world at diﬀerent levels of granularity. He defines the notion of
indistinguishability that allows mapping a complex theory of the world to a simpler theory for a
particular context. This work has been used as a foundation to build theories about abstraction.
For example, in [16], an abstraction is defined as a surjective, computable function between two
first-order languages that preserves semantics. Granularity abstractions are defined as those noninjective mappings collapsing several symbols into a unique, abstracted one. Abstraction has also
been used in many areas of Artificial Intelligence and Logic [17], e.g. to ease automated deduction. Keet [32] uses abstraction to help the comprehension of ontologies. In [41], granularity
abstraction is applied to natural language processing by representing natural language as logical
forms that are mapped to coarse-grained forms to enable sentence analysis. Kascheck [31] develops a theory of abstraction for information systems introducing cohesion predicates (m-ary
relations) and abstractions of these (consistent n-ary relations, with n < m).
Henderson-Sellers and González-Pérez have explored these theories of abstraction and granularity for conceptual modelling [24, 25]. For example, in [25], they consider granularity for
whole/part, generalization and instantiation relations, and develop best-practices when adopting
a meta-model for method engineering.
The field of information and diagram visualization also makes use of abstraction techniques.
For example, in [14], the authors develop an ad-hoc semantic-zooming technique to ease the
navigation in complex UML diagrams, and some visual language editors like DiaGen enable the
definition of abstractions [36]. However, the only purpose of these abstractions is visualization
(i.e. they do not change the underlying model), they have to be manually programmed and are
not reusable across diﬀerent languages.
Altogether, even though abstraction has been studied in many diﬀerent fields, our work is
the first one proposing a rich set of mechanisms for the development of reusable abstractions for
modelling languages, in the context of MDE.
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9. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have presented a set of techniques to define reusable abstractions, applicable
to several modelling languages in a meta-model independent way. Our abstractions are generic
operations defined over minimal concepts, to be bound to the meta-models of the modelling
languages. We support two types of concepts: structural, to be used when the concept and the
bound meta-models are structurally similar, and hybrid, which allows solving heterogeneities
between them in a flexible way. In addition, abstractions can be further configured by overriding
default hook methods for particular modelling notations. Abstraction operations can use generic
clustering techniques, which are configured through annotation models. We have presented two
such generic clustering techniques, which can be used as similarity criteria for abstractions of
arbitrary modelling languages. If the target modelling language lacks abstraction elements (e.g.
aggregate objects), they can be added through the application of mixins. Finally, we can also
obtain reusability for families of modelling languages by defining the abstractions over suitable
domain-specific meta-modelling languages.
We have presented a catalogue of horizontal abstractions, as well as domain-specific abstractions for Petri net like languages, process modelling and workflow languages. The approach is
implemented in the MetaDepth tool, which provides support for concept-based and multi-level
based genericity, as well as for the visualization of aggregate objects. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that a systematic and generic support for reusable abstractions for
modelling language is proposed in the literature.
Altogether, our approach makes easier the incorporation of abstraction mechanisms to new
or existing modelling languages, in a non-intrusive way. Abstractions are defined once over a
suitable concept, and then can be reused by diﬀerent meta-models, so that the eﬀort to reuse one
of such abstractions is smaller than that of developing the abstraction from scratch. Moreover,
concepts provide a suitable, minimal interface to the abstraction operation, so that the developer
does not need to confront the complexity of the reused code, but he only needs to understand the
concept behind.
As future work, we plan to improve MetaDepth’s support for genericity, e.g. making the
binding more flexible. We also plan to explore the use of these techniques to define generic
model slicers, to extend our catalogue of abstractions and clustering techniques, and to include
mechanism for the detection of non-confluent abstraction applications. We are also working in
allowing multiple a-posteriori typing in multi-level modelling, permitting a more flexible multilevel-based reusability.
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